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Abstract -As a use of Internet increases, the Internet 

user use different kinds of social network services 

(SNSs) for their own purpose. Some fraud user use 

these site to damage the social as well as financial status 

of other user by stealing private information or 

hijacking the account of social network site user. The 

fraud user posts their comment on social network 

service some time it contains URL which are fraud. It 

shows that these post coming from one of the known 

friends of user. The fraud URL contains viruses such as 

malware. When user clicks on these fraud URL. These 

URL enter into user system and system gets affected. 

Our system extracts features of URL and form different 

sets of features by using artificial neural network 

classification to identify and detect the fraud URL.  

Keywords: Social Network Sites (SNSs), Artificial Neural 

Network Classification (ANN), Uniform Resource 

Locator (URL).Support Vector Machine(SVM) 

I. Introduction 

Phishing is an attack that target the weakness found 

in system. These weaknesses are used by attacker to 

harm system by inserting malicious content in to the 

system. Phishing is an activity in which phisher 

creates duplicate website of original website called as 

website phishing. The phishing activity done by user 

known as phisher.in website phishing phisher uses 

the fake website to get private information of user 

such as  social account username ,password, bank 

details like account number, credit card number 

which damage the social as well as financial status 

the of user. 

According to RSA report in year 2014 nearly RSA 

identified 33,145 phishing attacks in August, RSA 

estimates phishing cost global organizations $282 

million in losses. The U.S. remained the most 

targeted country in August with 61% of phishing 

volume. China, Netherlands, United Kingdom and 

Canada were collectively targeted by 20% of total 

attacks. Hong Kong remained the second top hosting 

country for phishing in August with 13% of total 

attacks. The volume of attacks hosted in Italy 

doubled from July from 3% to 6% [1].                  

According to APWG global phishing report there 

were at least 123,741 unique phishing attacks 

worldwide. Most of the growth in attacks came from 

increases in attacks against vulnerable hosting and 

use of maliciously registered domains and 

subdomains. An attack is defined as a phishing site 

that targets a specific brand. The number of domain 

names in the world grew from 271.5 million in 

November 2013 to 279.5 million in April 2014. It 

identifies 22,679 domain names registered 

maliciously by phishers and most of these 

registrations were made by Chinese phishers, 

especially using free domain name registrations. The 

targets included more large and small banks in Latin 

America, India, and the Middle East. The phishing 

attack using social networking site and email is 

around 23.1%, 25.7%, 32.4% and 12.8% for bank, 

ecommerce industry and money transaction 

respectively over total phishing attack [2]. 

The social networking sites are popular in last few 

years. The online user spends most of the time on 

social networking sites like Facebook,Twtitter, You 

Tube etc. when user registering the site, users can 

create a their  profile, add other users as friends, 

exchange messages, post status updates and photos, 

share videos and receive notifications when others 

update their profiles. Also users may join groups of 

interest, school or college, or other characteristics, 

and categorize their friends into lists such as People 

from work or close friends, family members. 

Facebook had over 1.3 billion active users as of June 

2014 .These SNS sites are used as vehicle for 

phishing attack. Fraud user posts their comments on 
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SNS. Some of the comments include illegal URL 

which spread viruses in to system for example 

kobbface. The koobface virus sends with hyperlink. 

These hyperlinks pretend that hyperlink comes from 

one of the known friend so user keeps trust on these 

posts. The user thinks that URL is faithful he clicks 

on URL, a pop up message becomes highlighted such 

as the user need to update their adobe flash player. 

When user press the update button downloading is 

started but the user actually download the viruses 

such as Trojan horse which install both back door and 

web proxy into users’ system.so the koobface viruses 

are most successfully spread in social networking 

sites with the help of gaining users trust [3]. 

The term phishing comes from fishing. According to 

APWG, the term phishing was introduced in 1996 

due to social engineering attacks against America 

On-line accounts by online scammers. ph 

replacement of the character f in fishing is due to one 

of the forms of hacking was against telephone 

networks, which was named Phone Phreaking. 

Phishing is a type of computer attack that 

communicates through messages to humans via 

electronic communication channels in order to 

convince them to perform certain actions for the 

attacker’s benefit. The phishing attack also affects 

on-line banking and e-commerce services. According 

to APWG 25.7%, 32.4% and 12.8% for bank, 

ecommerce industry and money transaction 

respectively over total phishing attack. The Phishing 

objectives are financial profit, account hijacking, 

identity stealing and for fame in society. 

Malicious Web sites are the center of Internet 

criminal activities.to protect user from visiting theses 

web sites need to check the URL of website. Uniform 

resource locator also called as web link.  The URL 

has two main characteristics such as lexical 

characteristics and host based characteristics. The 

URL is used to locate website. User type URL in to 

browser address bar or in SNS only just click on the 

URL it opens the new window or new tab, In both 

ways user directed toward the location of required 

web site. URLs are human-readable text strings. 

URLs are parsed by client programs. The browsers 

translate each URL into instructions that locate the 

server hosting the site and specify where the site is 

placed on that host. 

                 <Protocol name>://<Hostname><path> 

Protocol name shows which network protocol used to 

fetch the requested resource like http/https. 

Hostname shows path name of a file on a local 

computer like Facebook, You Tube some time it 

contain IP address. 

Path is the identifier for the Web server on the 

Internet. 

The fraud URLs are looking different normal to user. 

The lexical features are textual properties of URLs. 

The lexical characteristics of URL are hostname, 

primary domain, path token, last path token, and top 

level domain (TLD).TLD is the rightmost token in 

domain name such as (.com,.org).  

Host-Based Features: Host-based features describe 

“where” malicious sites are hosted, “who” they are 

managed by, and “how” they are administered. These 

characteristics are WHOIS Info, Geographic, Conn. 

Speed [3]. 

 

Artificial neural network (ANN) 

Artificial neural network is mathematical model 

which is similar to the neural network of human 

brain. Ann changes its structure depends on internal 

or external information that flow through network. 

Ann used to model complex relationship between 

input and output hidden patterns in data. Neural 

network consist interconnected group of artificial 

neuron. Neurons are computational unit. Neurons 

accept input information, process them and obtain 

output. Connections determine information flow 

between neurons. Information flow is bidirectional.  

 

II. Literature Survey 

There are number of different antiphishing approach 

proposed in last few years to prevent user from 

phishing.   

 

A. Blacklist-Whitelist Based Approach 

A blacklist is a list of URLs that are consider as fraud 

and collected using techniques such as user voting. 

When a website is launched the browser refers 

blacklist to check that the launched website exists 

within the blacklist or not. Google takes 7 hour to 

include URL into the blacklist after their launch. 

Google Safe Browsing is one of the approaches that 

use list of illegal URL by detecting the fraud URL. 

Other approaches are Microsoft IE9 anti-phishing 

protection and SiteAdvisor. These approaches are 

mainly database solutions. These are created to detect 

malware attacks like Trojan horses. The antiphishing 
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tool is VeriSign, Netcraft. VeriSign crawls millions 

of websites to detect phishing websites. Netcraft is a 

small program that based on black list approach. 

Netcraft displays the location of the server where the 

webpage is hosted [4].  

Whitelist approach is contrary to the blacklist 

approach. The whitelist approach also consist list of 

URL which are list of legal URL. Chen and Guo 

proposed an Automated Individual Whitelist 

(AIWL).AIWL is an anti-phishing tool based on a 

whitelist of legal websites. Automated Individual 

Whitelist traces every login attempt made by the user 

through the use of Naive Bayes algorithm. In case a 

repeated successful login for a specific website, 

AIWL suggest the user to add the website to the 

whitelist [5].  

 

B. Associative classification Data Mining Approach 

Neda Abdelhamid et. al proposed the Multi-label 

Classifier based Associative Classification(MCAC) 

data mining approach for detecting phishing website. 

The associative classification effectively detects 

phishing websites with high accuracy. MCAC creates 

new hidden knowledge (rules) that other algorithms 

are unable to find. The MCAC increases classifiers 

predictive performance. The Associative 

Classification merge association rule and 

classification technique of data mining. The AC 

algorithm works in three phases. In first phase, it 

looks for hidden correlations among the attribute 

values and the class attribute in the training data set 

and creates class association rule. In second phase, it 

begins the ranking and pruning procedure. The 

ranking procedure sorts rules according to certain 

thresholds 

like confidence and support. Pruning, duplicate rules 

are rejected. The third phase measures accuracy or 

error-rate of the classifier [4]. 

 

C. CANTINA Approach  

Yue Zhang et.al proposed CANTINA approach 

which is a Content-Based Approach to Detecting 

Phishing Web Sites CANTINA is Carnegie Mellon 

Anti-phishing and Network Analysis Tool. 

CANTINA approach checks content of web site. 

CANTINA approach uses Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency algorithm (TF-IDF). TF-IDF 

consider the number of times a given term appears in 

a document.TF-IDF counts first five highest words 

and add them to URL for finding lexical features. A 

term has a high TF-IDF weight has a high term 

frequency in a given document. The IDF  measure  

the general importance of the term means  IDF 

measures how common a term is occurs in 

documents When user search webpage and if 

webpage occurs between first 30 webpage then 

webpage consider a trusted webpage otherwise 

webpage is untrusted [6]. 

 

D. Image Based Approach 

Liu, Huang et.al proposed image based approach 

which detect phishing website by comparing trusted 

website with untrusted website. Image based 

approach break down the webpage into block of 

regions that depends on visual clues. The image 

based approach divide into three metrics layout 

similarity, block level similarity, style similarity. The 

webpage consider fraud if any metric has value 

greater than predefined threshold [7]. 

 

E. Machine Learning Approach  

Machine learning is a construction and study of 

algorithms that can learn from data. Machine learning 

focuses on prediction, based on known properties 

learned from the training data.SVM used to solve 

classification problems. SVM use supervised learning 

method for classification and regression An SVM is 

like hyper-plane that splits in to the two objects. First 

are positive objects, the points or object belonging to 

a class. Second are negative objects the objects that 

not belong to the class. This split is implemented by 

the SVM algorithm during the learning step. The 

hyperplan is used to divide positive and negative 

objects with maximal margins [8]. 

Chia-Mei Chen proposed suspicious URL 

identification system using Bayesian classification is 

used to detect malicious URL in social networking 

site. It consist three modules. First it collects data. 

Second it extracts the feature and third it applies 

Bayesian classification on extracted feature [9]. 

 

III.   Proposed System 

The system architecture consists of following 

modules 

 

A. OSN Comment Extractor 

It is first module in which the first step is our system 

takes input URL form Online social networks. By  
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using API extract the URl and make different sets. 

The comment data downloaded from online social 

networking site using java code. Once the comments 

data set downloaded, it will be passed and sent to 

next modules.       

 

B. Data Management 

 In the second module the user assign label to 

different data set known as labeled data set. Labeled 

data set means that once comments are downloaded, 

we need to divide them into two groups 

1. Training set 

2. Testing set 

Testing set does not need any labeling but training set 

needs labeling. Labeling is the process in which we 

inform that which of the URLs that are extracted 

from comments are good and which are bad. The 

output of labeling is used for training the classifier. 

The labeled data set store into database. 

 

C. Training Using ANN Model 

In third module the comment data set which store in 

to the database is used. This module applies 

transform technique on comment data set and then 

using URL filter those labeled data set. The transform 

technique we will be using is thresholding or 

clustering either of these techniques shall change the 

continuous data (from feature set) to bounded 

discrete data. 

E.g. number of symbols in URL will can be 

anywhere between 0 to 20 or even more. but we can 

cluster or threshold them into two groups of <5 and 

>=5 or we can cluster them into three groups like 0-5, 

6-beyonds way the new transformed values will only 

be between 0 and 1 for 2-class and 0,1,2 for 3-class 

clusters. 

less the clusters, more the robustness with less 

accuracy, more the clusters, more the accuracy with 

less robustness.  

In next step apply ANN algorithm on data set to 

create model known as ANN model. ANN training is 

the back propagations part 

 

D. Recognition and Result 

In fourth module recognition of new feature, classify 

the output and analysis of final result will obtain. IN 

this module Ann recognition step used to recognize 

the new comment features which are posted by user 

on online social network, classify the output and 

show the final result whether URL is legal or illegal. 

Artificial neural network recognition is the FEED 

FORWARD part of ANN. 

 
 

IV. Conclusion 

Fraud user use social networks are often used to 

collect personal information as well as collect 

financial data of user. By using extraction of feature 

set for finding mistrustful URL using ANN 

classification in social networking site, we can 

extract URL, cluster the different set of features, 

apply transformation technique, and apply ANN 

classification to identify the fraud URL post. The 

ANN is generally considered to be an adaptive 

system that changes its structure in response to 

external or internal information that flows through 

the network during the learning phase. The proposed 

method increases the accuracy as well efficiency of 

system. 
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